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ABSTRACT

A new treatment of mixed-phase cloud microphysics has been implemented in the general circulation
model, Community Atmosphere Model (CAM)-Oslo, which combines the NCAR CAM2.0.1 and a detailed
aerosol module. The new treatment takes into account the aerosol influence on ice phase initiation in
stratiform clouds with temperatures between 0° and �40°C. Both supersaturation and cloud ice fraction,
that is, the fraction of cloud ice compared to the total cloud water in a given grid box, are now determined
based on a physical reasoning in which not only temperature but also the ambient aerosol concentration
play a role. Included in the improved microphysics treatment is also a continuity equation for ice crystal
number concentration. Ice crystal sources are heterogeneous and homogeneous freezing processes and ice
multiplication. Sink terms are collection processes and precipitation formation, that is, melting and subli-
mation. Instead of using an idealized ice nuclei concentration for the heterogeneous freezing processes, a
common approach in global models, the freezing processes are here dependent on the ability of the ambient
aerosols to act as ice nuclei. Additionally, the processes are dependent on the cloud droplet number
concentration and hence the aerosols’ ability to act as cloud condensation nuclei. Sensitivity simulations
based on the new microphysical treatment of mixed-phase clouds are presented for both preindustrial and
present-day aerosol emissions. Freezing efficiency is found to be highly sensitive to the amount of sulphuric
acid available for ice nuclei coating. In the simulations, the interaction of anthropogenic aerosols and
freezing mechanisms causes a warming of the earth–atmosphere system, counteracting the cooling effect of
aerosols influencing warm clouds. The authors find that this reduction of the total aerosol indirect effect
amounts to 50%–90% for the specific assumptions on aerosol properties used in this study. However, many
microphysical processes in mixed-phase clouds are still poorly understood and the results must be inter-
preted with that in mind.

1. Introduction

a. Aerosol effects on warm and cold clouds

The importance of understanding aerosol influence
on climate, not only directly but also through their in-
teraction with clouds, has been pointed out in several
studies in recent years (Hansen et al. 2002; Kerr 2005).
The uncertainty associated with the impact of anthro-
pogenic aerosols on clouds is a major contributor to the
spread in future climate projections, as the estimates of

this aerosol indirect effect (AIE) in different global cli-
mate models (GCMs) vary significantly (Andreae et al.
2005).

A multitude of studies have been carried out in re-
cent years, investigating aerosol effects on warm clouds
in numerical models on different scales. In most (if not
all) of these studies, the aerosol indirect effect on warm
clouds was found to represent a cooling in the present
climate (Takemura et al. 2005; Rotstayn and Liu 2003;
Menon et al. 2002; Lohmann et al. 2000; Kristjánsson
2002; Storelvmo et al. 2006a, hereafter S06a). The cool-
ing is caused by an increase in cloud albedo through the
Twomey (Twomey 1977) and Albrecht (Albrecht 1989)
effects. The Twomey effect refers to the process
through which anthropogenic aerosols lead to an in-
crease in cloud droplet number concentration and,
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therefore, smaller droplets (if cloud water remains un-

changed). This process is also referred to as the radius

effect. The Albrecht effect refers to the increase in

cloud cover, thickness, and/or lifetime associated with

the less efficient precipitation release as droplets be-

come smaller. This effect is sometimes also referred to

as the lifetime effect.

Although unresolved problems still exist, it is fair to

say that the understanding of the aerosol indirect effect

on warm clouds has improved as more effort has been

put into investigating this topic, in many cases combin-

ing observations and models (Quaas et al. 2006;

Storelvmo et al. 2006b). On the other hand, the general

understanding of the aerosol indirect effect on cold

clouds is still fairly poor (Lohmann and Feichter 2005),

and the current ability to describe cold clouds in global

models is very limited. This is partly due to the even

higher degree of complexity introduced as soon as the

ice phase occurs in a cloud, but possibly also because

the availability of high-quality observational data has so

far been limited.

First of all, determining the ice fraction (cloud ice

divided by total cloud water) of a cloud is fundamental

for calculations of its radiative properties, but not at all

straightforward. Second, determining the ice water con-

tent and the ice crystal number concentration correctly

is extremely important and equally challenging. Finally,

determining the sizes and shapes of ice crystals is cru-

cial for determining the radiative properties of ice-

containing clouds. In contrast to cloud droplets, ice

crystals are hardly ever spherical, complicating this

matter. All parameters mentioned above are to some

extent influenced by aerosols through various pro-

cesses, many of which are not well understood (Prup-

pacher and Klett 1997).

A complicating factor associated with cold clouds is

the number of different freezing processes that can ini-

tiate cloud ice formation or cloud glaciation. While

warm clouds always form by water vapor condensing

onto cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), the situation is

far more complex in the case of ice clouds. Ice crystals

can form through freezing of cloud droplets, without

the aid of freezing nuclei facilitating the phase transi-

tion. This homogeneous freezing is limited to tempera-

tures below approximately �40°C (Pruppacher and

Klett 1997). For warmer temperatures, ice clouds are

formed through various heterogeneous freezing pro-

cesses, meaning that so called ice nuclei (IN) facilitate

the phase transitions from vapor or liquid water to ice.

The different heterogeneous freezing mechanisms

(contact, immersion, condensation, and deposition

freezing) are described in detail in Vali (1985). Natural

IN are typically insoluble dust aerosols and certain pri-

mary biological aerosol particles (Pruppacher and Klett

1997). Aerosols with crystalline structures seem to be

particularly suitable for ice nucleation. Soot particles in

the atmosphere are considered to be almost entirely of

anthropogenic origin, and were found to be efficient IN

in a laboratory study by Gorbunov et al. (2001). They

studied the ice-nucleating ability of generated small

soot particles with different surface properties and

found them to be relatively potent ice nucleators. More

recently, Dymarska et al. (2006) presented results ap-

parently contradicting these findings. However, this

study was carried out for deposition freezing, whereas

the freezing observed by Gorbunov et al. (2001) has

until recently been interpreted as contact freezing. Cur-

rently, it is under debate whether this was actually the

freezing mechanism observed. One must also keep in

mind that the relevance of the findings of Gorbunov et

al. (2001) depends on the extent to which the generated

soot particles are representative for soot particles found

in the atmosphere.

Yet another challenge introduced when considering

the formation of cold clouds is the so called Bergeron–

Findeisen process in which ice crystals, once formed,

grow rapidly at the expense of the surrounding cloud

droplets due to the difference in saturation vapor pres-

sure over water compared to that over ice.

Finally, secondary ice formation processes are

thought to influence ice crystal number concentrations

significantly, especially in certain temperature intervals.

One example is the so called Hallett–Mossop process

(Hallett and Mossop 1974), which refers to the ice splin-

tering occurring as droplets impact upon ice crystals

during riming. However, several other secondary ice

production theories exist (e.g., the fragmentation of

dendritic ice crystals typically forming at temperatures

from �16° to �12°C). Unfortunately, these mecha-

nisms are not well understood at all, and the only such

process so far attempted parameterized for model stud-

ies is the Hallett–Mossop process.

b. Modeling aerosol effects on mixed-phase and

cirrus clouds

In many state-of-the-art GCMs, the cloud ice fraction

( fice) is determined using a highly simplified approach.

In these models, ice fraction is simply a function of one

parameter only, namely, the temperature of the given

model grid box. Conversely, in the real atmosphere, the

cloud ice fraction is determined by a number of param-

eters, important ones being supersaturation, atmo-

spheric stability, ambient aerosol concentrations, cloud

age, and temperature. An attempt to take more of these

parameters into account when determining fice has been

developed by Lohmann (2002) for the ECHAM4
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GCM. This study was one of the first addressing aerosol

indirect effects associated with mixed-phase clouds. It

has been shown experimentally (Pruppacher and Klett

1997) that, when cloud droplets become smaller as a

result of increased cloud droplet number concentration

(CDNC), for example, as a result of anthropogenic

aerosols, they require lower temperatures in order to

freeze. On the other hand, it could be argued that an

increase in CDNC might increase the probability of

freezing (Lohmann 2002). Clearly, these two effects

counteract each other, and the net radiative effect was

found to be small in Lohmann et al. (2000). In addition

to the two effects mentioned, anthropogenic aerosols,

mainly black carbon (BC), may also influence cold

clouds by acting as IN in heterogeneous freezing pro-

cesses. In Lohmann (2002) a prognostic treatment of

ice crystal number concentration was employed to

study the anthropogenic aerosol effect on contact freez-

ing. Other heterogeneous freezing processes than con-

tact freezing were parameterized independently of the

IN concentrations predicted by the model and aerosols

were not allowed to influence freezing processes at

temperatures below �35°C. Nevertheless, a potentially

high sensitivity to anthropogenic aerosols (i.e., BC ice

nuclei) was found.

At temperatures below �35°C, the rate of ice crystal

formation was determined based on saturation adjust-

ment with respect to ice and the parameterization of ice

crystal size developed by Ou and Liou (1995). The lat-

ter expresses ice crystal effective radius as a function of

temperature. Similar relationships have been devel-

oped by Kristjánsson et al. (2000), Ivanova et al. (2001),

and Boudala et al. (2002). Unfortunately, these rela-

tionships deviate quite substantially from each other for

certain temperature intervals. As these empirical rela-

tionships stem from field campaigns in different envi-

ronments, this is not surprising and points out the need

for more observations. Ideally, ice crystal sizes could be

determined as long as ice crystal number concentration

(ICNC) and ice water content (IWC) are known. With

prognostic model equations for ice crystal number con-

centrations, this can be achieved. However, such an

approach is not as straightforward for ice clouds as it is

for liquid clouds. Whereas cloud droplets are always

spherical, a wide range of ice crystal shapes (McFarqu-

har and Heymsfield 1996) have been observed. Conse-

quently, one must know or make assumptions on crys-

tal shape before an effective size can be calculated.

In more recent model studies by Diehl and Wurzler

(2004) and Diehl et al. (2006), the effectiveness of dust

and black carbon aerosols as contact and immersion

freezing IN was parameterized based on laboratory

studies. These parameterizations were implemented in

the ECHAM4 GCM by Lohmann and Diehl (2006).

This was the first global study taking the chemical com-

position of the IN into account, and a significant sensi-

tivity to this parameter was found in the net radiation at

the top of the atmosphere (TOA). This study focused

on mixed-phase clouds, that is, clouds at temperatures

between 0° and approximately �35°C.

A global study of cirrus cloud formation (i.e., forma-

tion of pure ice clouds at temperatures below �38°C)

was carried out by Lohmann and Kärcher (2002), aban-

doning the saturation adjustment approach used by

most models. Homogeneous freezing processes were

reported to be controlled primarily by vertical velocity

and temperature, while details of the aerosol size dis-

tributions were less important. Previously, the strong

dependence of cirrus microphysical properties on up-

draft velocity was also shown by Jensen et al. (1994).

Aircraft data suggests that freezing in midlatitude cirrus

could be initiated at ice saturation ratios lower than

those required for homogeneous freezing (Heymsfield

et al. 1998). DeMott et al. (1997) studied cirrus cloud

formation in an adiabatic parcel model and found that

heterogeneous freezing processes can significantly in-

fluence ice crystal formation at vertical updraft veloci-

ties lower than approximately 20 cm s�1. At higher up-

draft velocities, they found homogeneous freezing to be

the dominating mechanism. This sensitivity to updraft

velocities was confirmed in a parcel model study by

Kärcher and Lohmann (2003). More recently, Kärcher

et al. (2006) took into account the competition between

homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing processes in

a parameterization suitable for GCM simulations. By

allowing for this competition, they found that much

stronger indirect aerosol effects on cirrus clouds are

possible.

The purpose of this study is twofold: First, we present

the first version of a parameterization of aerosol mixed-

phase cloud interactions, which builds on the previous

approach for warm clouds (S06a). Second, this param-

eterization is tested in a set of experiments that inves-

tigate the aerosol indirect effect of mixed-phase clouds

in a qualitative manner. The study is motivated by the

limited understanding of how mixed-phase clouds are

influenced by aerosols, and the current scarcity of glob-

al estimates of this effect. The parameterization em-

ployed is similar to that used in Lohmann and Diehl

(2006) and has been implemented in the present ver-

sion of the (Community Atmosphere Model) CAM-

Oslo GCM, which is a modified version of the National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Commu-

nity Atmosphere Model, version 2.0.1 (CAM2.0.1) (see

more information online at http://www.ccsm.ucar.edu/

models). CAM-Oslo and its framework for calculations
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of aerosol effects on warm clouds were previously pre-

sented in detail in S06a. The corresponding framework

for aerosol effects on mixed-phase clouds will be pre-

sented in the following section, and the main results will

be presented in section 3. Section 3 also contains a

discussion of the results in light of available observa-

tions and results from other model studies. In section 4

we present the results of three sensitivity tests in which

we have varied uncertain parameters in the new param-

eterization to get an indication of the robustness of the

results. Finally, section 5 contains a conclusion and sug-

gestions of steps that could be taken to improve the

current framework in the future.

Estimating aerosol effects on mixed-phase clouds on

a global scale is challenging, as mixed-phase clouds

themselves are not well understood and therefore dif-

ficult to represent in models. Hence, the sensitivity

simulations presented may not cover all possibilities

and the results should be interpreted with that in mind.

2. CAM-Oslo and the new framework for

calculations of AIE on mixed-phase clouds

a. CAM-Oslo

CAM-Oslo is an extended version of the NCAR

CAM2.0.1. CAM-Oslo is based on the primitive equa-

tions solved for 26 vertical levels ranging from sea level

to approximately 3.5 hPa. For this study, we ran the

model simulations with an Eulerian dynamical core at

T42 spectral truncation, corresponding to a horizontal

grid spacing of 2.8° � 2.8° and a dynamical time step of

20 min. The process of deep convection is treated with

the parameterization scheme of Zhang and McFarlane

(1995). The scheme is based on a convective plume

ensemble approach: that is, it assumes that, whenever

the lower troposphere is conditionally unstable, an en-

semble of convective scale updrafts may exist. The pa-

rameterization of nonconvective cloud processes fol-

lows Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998). This cloud micro-

physics scheme carries water vapor and cloud water

(i.e., the sum of liquid and ice condensates) as prognos-

tic variables. Stratiform clouds are assumed to be suf-

ficiently short lived that resolved advection has little

influence upon them, while convective and turbulent

processes may affect them. This is justified by the fact

that, over the lifetime of a typical cloud in the model,

large-scale advection would not have a strong influ-

ence, while parameterized smaller-scale mechanisms

would. The fractional cloud cover is determined based

on the relative humidity and (a variable describing) ver-

tical static stability. A maximum/random cloud overlap

approach (Collins 2001) is taken for radiation interac-

tions with clouds, which is otherwise described by

Slingo (1989) and Kiehl et al. (1994) for water clouds

and by Ebert and Curry (1992) for ice clouds. Previous

extensions to the host model (i.e., CAM2.0.1) to form

CAM-Oslo were implementations of (i) an aerosol life

cycle module (Iversen and Seland 2002, 2003), (ii) an

aerosol size distribution module (Kirkevåg et al. 2005),

and (iii) a module for calculations of AIE of warm

clouds (S06a). The aerosol life cycle module predicts

mass mixing ratios for sulfate and carbonaceous aero-

sols based on Aerosol Comparisons between Observa-

tions and Models (AEROCOM) (see online at http://

nansen.ipsl.jussieu.fr/AEROCOM) emissions. Gas

phase and aqueous chemistry, coagulation, and dry and

wet deposition are treated by the module. Sea salt and

mineral dust aerosols are treated as background aero-

sols in the current model setup, meaning that their size

distributions are prescribed according to surface prop-

erties and latitude. In the size distribution module, the

sulfate, BC, and organic carbon (OC) aerosol concen-

trations are combined with the background aerosol

(Kirkevåg et al. 2005). The background aerosol size

distribution is described by two lognormal mineral dust

modes (accumulation and coarse mode) and three log-

normal sea salt modes (fine, accumulation, and coarse

modes). A version of CAM-Oslo with prognostic treat-

ment of all aerosol species has recently been developed

(Seland et al. 2008), and the implementation of the

treatment of aerosol effects on clouds presented here is

under way. In the present version, aerosol size distri-

bution and composition are modified as sulfate, OC,

and BC are internally mixed with the background

aerosol. However, sulfate, BC, and OC may also be

externally mixed with the background in lognormal

nucleation modes as well as a BC accumulation mode.

All species except externally mixed BC can act as CCN,

as we assume even mineral dust to be slightly soluble

according to Ghan et al. (2001).

b. New parameterization

We now describe the new module for calculations of

AIE on mixed-phase clouds, which also ensures that

cloud formation is treated in a more physical manner

than previously. First, in the new framework, cloud

condensate is split up, so that cloud liquid water and

cloud ice water are now two separate prognostic vari-

ables. The host model does not treat ice saturation

separately, but rather approximates it as a weighted

average of the saturation ratios with respect to ice and

water between 0° and �20°C. At temperatures below

�20°C saturation with respect to ice is assumed. In the

new framework, a newly formed cloud at temperatures
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above �40°C is assumed to be saturated with respect to

water. This is in better agreement with the observations

reported by Korolev and Isaac (2006). However, as het-

erogeneous freezing processes form sufficient ice crys-

tals to allow the Bergeron–Findeisen process to become

efficient, supersaturation with respect to ice is assumed.

Currently, if a critical cloud ice mixing ratio of 5 � 10�6

kg kg�1 is reached by heterogeneous freezing pro-

cesses, this transition occurs in the model. This is an

attempt to account for the Bergeron–Findeisen process

in the model, and is an aspect of the parameterization

that we hope to improve in the future, ideally based on

laboratory or in situ measurements.

The calculation of cloud ice fraction is also improved

in the new framework. In the host model, ice fraction

increases linearly from 0 to 1 over the temperature

range from 0° to �20°C. In the new framework, the ice

fraction is calculated as follows:

fice �
qi

qi � ql

, �1�

where qi and ql are cloud ice water and cloud liquid

water mixing ratios, respectively. Conservation equa-

tions for ql and qi are

dql

dt
� Aql

� cond � �PWAUT � PSACW

� PRACW� � frzimm � frzcon

� frzq,hom � mltq � E �2�

dqi

dt
� Aqi

� dep � �PSAUT � PSACI�

� frzimm � frzcon � frzq,hom � mltq � subl, �3�

where (2) is an extension of the corresponding equation

in Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998), while (3) is a new

equation. The different terms on the right-hand side are

explained below. In addition, a prognostic equation for

ice crystal number concentration is part of the new

framework:

dNi

dt
� ANi �

Ni

qi
��PSAUT � PSACI � subl�

�
Nl

ql
�frzimm � frzcon� � frzN,hom

� mltN � selfci � mult. �4�

In (2)–(4) the terms are

cond: rate of condensation (vapor to cloud liquid wa-

ter) [kg (kg • s) �1];

dep is the rate of water deposition (vapor to cloud

ice) [kg (kg • s)�1];

Ni: ice crystal number concentration (m�3);

Aqx: transport (convection and turbulence) [kg

(kg • s)�1];

ANx : transport (convection and turbulence)

(m�3 s�1);

PSAUT: rate of autoconversion of ice condensate to

snow [kg (kg s)�1];

PWAUT: rate of autoconversion of liquid conden-

sate to rain [kg (kg s)�1];

PSACI: rate of snow accreting ice [kg (kg s)�1];

PSACW: rate of snow accreting water [kg (kg s)�1];

PRACW: rate of rain accreting water [kg (kg s)�1];

frzimm is the rate of immersion freezing [kg (kg s)�1];

frzcon: rate of contact freezing [kg (kg • s)�1];

frzq hom: rate of homogeneous freezing to form cloud

ice [kg (kg s)�1];

frzN hom: rate of homogeneous freezing to form ice

crystals (m�3 s�1);

subl: rate of sublimation of cloud ice [kg (kg s)�1];

mltq: rate of melting of cloud ice [kg (kg s)�1];

mltN: rate of melting of ice crystals (m�3 s�1);

selfci: self-collection of ice crystals (m�3 s�1),

mult: ice multiplication (Hallett–Mossop process)

(m�3 s�1);

E: rate of evaporation of cloud liquid water [kg

(kg s)�1].

A corresponding prognostic equation for cloud drop-

let number concentration, previously described in S06a,

is modified here so that the loss of droplets due to

freezing processes is now explicitly accounted for

dNl

dt
� ANl � nucl �

Nl

ql
�PWAUT � PSACW

� PRACW � E � frzimm � frzcon�

� frzN,hom � mltN � selfcl �5�

in which

Nl: cloud droplet number concentration in m�3;

selfcl: self-collection of cloud droplets (m�3 s�1);

nucl: cloud droplet nucleation (m�3 s�1).

The source term in this equation (nucl) is based on

the cloud droplet activation scheme of Abdul-Razzak

and Ghan (2000). In Eqs. (2) and (3), the condensation

and deposition terms are determined by a saturation

adjustment scheme presented in detail in Rasch and

Kristjánsson (1998). The saturation adjustment ap-

proach is not suitable for cirrus cloud formation owing

to the high supersaturations observed for such clouds

(e.g., Peter et al. 2006), while for mixed-phase clouds it

is an acceptable approximation. For newly formed
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clouds, the adjustment is carried out with respect to

supersaturation over water for temperatures above

�40°C. For temperatures at which homogeneous freez-

ing processes can occur (T � �40°C here), ice satura-

tion is assumed and ice crystal formation is calculated

as in Lohmann and Diehl (2006). Hence, the homoge-

neous nucleation rate of ice crystals is determined by

the following equation:

frzhom �
3�0qi

new

4��ir iv
3

�
1

�t
, �6�

where 	0 is the air density in kilograms per cubic meter,

qnew
i is the newly formed or detrained ice mass mixing

ratio in kilograms per kilogram, 	i is the density of bulk

ice (kilograms per cubic meter), and 
t is the length of

a time step (1200 s); riv is the mean volume radius of the

ice crystals, parameterized as a function of temperature

as explained in Lohmann (2002). The ice multiplication

term is calculated as in Levkov et al. (1992) and occurs

only at temperatures between �3° and �8°C in the

presence of relatively large droplets. It is given by the

following equation:

mult � �K�1 � f25�J, T ∈ �265 K, 270 K� ,

0 otherwise,
�7�

where T is temperature in kelvin, K is a temperature

dependent coefficient, f25 is the fraction of cloud drop-

lets smaller than 25 �m in diameter, and J is the colli-

sion rate between snow crystals and cloud droplets

greater than 25 �m in diameter. For further details on

J, see Levkov et al. (1992).

The precipitation terms in Eqs. (2)–(4) (PWAUT,

PSAUT, PRACW, PSACW, and PSACI) are identical

to those of Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998). If a cloud

exists in a subsaturated grid box, cloud particles are

evaporated or sublimated until saturation is reached or

until the entire cloud has dissipated. In a mixed-phase

cloud, all liquid droplets will evaporate before the ice

crystals start to sublimate, due to the difference in satu-

ration pressure between the two water phases. Melting

occurs when ice crystals are present in a grid box with

temperatures above 0°C. The heterogeneous freezing

terms in Eqs. (3) and (4) are calculated based on the

parameterizations developed by Diehl and Wurzler

(2004) and Diehl et al. (2006), implemented as in Loh-

mann and Diehl (2006). The immersion and contact

nuclei concentrations are obtained by multiplying min-

eral dust and black carbon concentrations with their

respective temperature-dependent freezing efficiencies.

The freezing efficencies are independent of IN sizes,

which is a possible weakness of this parameterization.

Changes in ice nuclei sizes do not impact the efficiency

of ice nucleation, as might be expected for real ice nu-

clei at submicron sizes. According to classical hetero-

geneous nucleation theory, the heterogeneous nucle-

ation rate is independent of IN size. However, in a

laboratory study by Hung et al. (2003) a weak depen-

dency on IN size was found for the heterogeneous

freezing rate. They suggested that an alternative theory

taking so-called active sites into account is required to

explain their results. Additionally, IN measurements

from the Subsonic Aircraft: Contrail and Cloud Effect

Special Study (SUCCESS) campaign showed very low

IN concentrations for IN radii below 100 nm, indicating

the existence of a lower size limit for IN (Chen et al.

1998).

3. Results from reference simulations

a. Simulation setup

For all model setups presented in this section and the

following, we have performed two model simulations:

one with aerosol emissions corresponding to present-

day (PD) conditions (AEROCOM B), and the other

with preindustrial (PI) emissions (AEROCOM PRE).

The anthropogenic influence on various model param-

eters is calculated as the difference between the PD and

PI run (PD minus PI) for the given parameters. Each

model simulation is run for 5 years after a model spinup

of one month. All figures show 5-yr averages. Table 1

provides a short description of the two model setups

discussed in this section and the three sensitivity studies

presented in section 4. In Table 2, cloud microphysical

and radiative properties averaged globally and over 5 yr

are given for the five model setups. Anthropogenic

changes for these parameters are also given in all five

cases.

In the reference run (Simulation AIE_ref), we made

a major simplification by assuming that all dust and

soot aerosols are available as IN, both in the immersion

and contact freezing mode (however, they are still mul-

tiplied by their respective freezing efficiencies). This is

not realistic, as a requirement for contact IN is that they

are practically insoluble, whereas immersion IN need to

be partly soluble or coated by a soluble material in

order to become immersed in a cloud droplet. Figures

1a–c show the zonal mean concentrations of dust and

BC aerosols for PD and PI conditions. Evident from the

figures is the high mineral dust number concentration

in CAM-Oslo, compared to that of ECHAM4, pre-

sented in Lohmann and Diehl (2006). As the assump-

tion that all BC and mineral aerosols are available for

both immersion and contact IN may not be a good one,

the reference simulation is not necessarily the most re-
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alistic one. Rather, it is a simple starting point for the

three different, and possibly more realistic, sensitivity

tests that will be presented in the following section. Yet

another simplification is made by assuming that all min-

eral dust aerosols consist of montmorillonite, which is a

type of dust particularly suitable for ice nucleation. This

is justified by a modeling study by Hoose et al. (2007),

where the assumption that all dust is montmorillonite

gave similar results to using realistic dust mineralogy.

One class of very efficient IN is entirely left out,

namely, primary biological particles like bacteria, algae,

spores, etc. According to Jaenicke (2005), such aerosols

constitute a significant fraction of the total aerosol mass

in many areas. Unfortunately, CAM-Oslo currently

does not carry such aerosols, and neither does any

other GCM to our knowledge. We will discuss this issue

further in section 5. In section 3b we will compare the

results from the reference run with a simulation in

which the new framework is excluded and where aero-

sols are only allowed to influence liquid clouds (Simu-

lation AIE_liq).

b. Aerosol influence on warm and cold clouds

To separate the effects of anthropogenic aerosols on

ice crystal production, we have carried out a simulation

AIE_liq, in which aerosols do not influence the clouds

in any other way than through acting as CCN. This

simulation corresponds most closely to the previous

model configuration of S06a. Hence, only aerosol ef-

fects on warm clouds are taken into account in this

simulation, while the cloud ice fraction is determined

by temperature only (being 0 at 0°C and 1 at �20°C).

By comparing the AIE in this simulation with that in

AIE_ref, an estimate of the “cloud glaciation effect”

can be made. The framework for calculation of aerosol

effects on warm clouds is similar to that of S06a, with

one important difference: While the AIE was calcu-

lated offline in S06a (meaning that aerosol effects on

TABLE 2. Cloud microphysical and radiative properties in the reference simulation (AIE_ref), a simulation without aerosol effects on

freezing (AIE_liq), and three sensitivity simulations (AIE_kao, AIE_mono, AIE_dust). The absolute values are given for PD aerosol

emissions along with changes in these values due to anthropogenic aerosol emissions, calculated as the difference in the respective

parameters between PD and PI simulations, PD � PI: shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF), longwave cloud forcing (LWCF), liquid water

path (LWP), ice water path (IWP), effective droplet radius (Reff), total cloud cover (TCC), and net cloud forcing (NCF).

AIE_liq AIE_ref AIE_kao AIE_mono AIE_dust

SWCF (W m�2) �48.1 �54.1 �54.7 �55.8 �54.7


SWCF (W m�2) �0.36 �0.11 �0.06 �0.17 �0.30

LWCF (W m�2) 29.2 32.4 32.2 32.2 32.3


LWCF (W m�2) �0.13 0.04 �0.04 �0.10 0.12

LWP (g m�2) 62.2 91.8 103.1 105.3 99.2


LWP (g m�2) 0.87 �0.07 �0.32 0.64 0.68

IWP (g m�2) 8.83 27.4 23.4 23.7 24.4


IWP (g m�2) �0.04 0.20 0.36 �0.46 0.52

Reff (�m) 13.2 13.2 13.3 13.3 13.2


Reff (�m) �0.44 �0.33 �0.32 �0.43 �0.41

TCC (%) 60.5 64.8 64.8 65.1 64.8


TCC (%) �0.09 0.19 0.01 �0.06 0.12


NCF (W m�2) �0.49 �0.07 �0.10 �0.27 �0.18

TABLE 1. Short descriptions of the five simulations carried out in this study: AIE_ref is the reference simulation, AIE_liq is without

aerosol effects on freezing, AIE_kao, AIE_mono, and AIE_dust are three sensitivity simulations.

Simulation Description

AIE_ref Simulation with aerosol effects on both warm and mixed-phase clouds included. Aerosol effects on freezing based on

the assumption that all BC and mineral dust aerosols (when multiplied by a freezing efficiency) may act as both

immersion and contact freezing nuclei. All dust is assumed to be montmorillonite.

AIE_liq Simulation with only aerosol effects on warm clouds included. Ice fraction in clouds is determined based on

temperature only, increasing linearly from 0 at 0°C to 1 at �20°C.

AIE_kao Similar to AIE_ref but that all mineral dust particles are assumed to consist of kaolinite rather than montmorillonite.

AIE_mono Simulation where BC and mineral dust aerosols act either as contact or immersion freezing nuclei. If coated with

soluble material exceeding one monolayer, they are assumed to be immersion freezing nuclei. Otherwise they are

assumed to be contact freezing nuclei.

AIE_dust Similar to AIE_ref but that the modal radius of the mineral dust accumulation mode is increased from 0.088 to

0.2 �m, reducing the mineral dust number concentration by one order of magnitude everywhere except in deserts.
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clouds were not allowed to influence the model meteo-

rology), the AIE on warm clouds is here calculated

online. Another more subtle difference is that here dust

aerosols are assumed to be practically insoluble,

whereas in the control run of S06a they were assumed

to be slightly soluble (solubility of 0.013) and therefore

contributing to the CCN concentration.

The net cloud forcing (NCF) is defined as the sum of

the shortwave and longwave cloud forcings (SWCF and

LWCF, respectively), given in Table 2. The difference

in NCF between the PD and PI simulation at the TOA

in the AIE_liq case is �0.49 W m�2. This is slightly

higher than in the control run in S06a (�0.3 W m�2),

which is partly due to the reduction in dust aerosol

solubility leading to fewer natural CCN. This also indi-

cates that, in CAM-Oslo, the impact of warm cloud

AIE on the model meteorology is relatively small, at

least when measured in radiative fluxes at the TOA

averaged over a sufficient time period. The reduction in

NCF at the TOA when anthropogenic aerosols are in-

troduced is caused by a reduction in effective radius of

�0.44 �m and an increase in liquid water path (LWP)

of 0.87 g m�2. Both changes lead to an increase in cloud

albedo and hence more solar radiation reflected back to

space. Changes in ice water path (IWP) and total cloud

cover (TCC) are negative, but very small.

In the new framework clouds may contain liquid wa-

ter at temperatures as low as �40°C, consistent with

experimental data on the homogeneous freezing

threshold. However, warmer homogeneous freezing

thresholds as high as �35°C also appear in the litera-

ture. This threshold is highly dependent on droplet

sizes, and for our purpose a �40°C threshold seems

reasonable. Our results appear to be relatively insensi-

tive to varying the threshold within the range found in

the literature. This is also in agreement with occasional

reports of aircraft icing and field campaigns reporting

liquid water at such temperatures (Intrieri et al. 2002).

Conversely, if sufficient IN are present, freezing may be

efficient enough for clouds to become completely gla-

ciated even at temperatures close to 0°C, as observed

by Sassen et al. (2003) in the Cirrus Regional Study of

Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers–Florida-Area Cirrus

Experiment (CRYSTAL–FACE) campaign. Cloud ice

fractions for AIE_ref and AIE_liq (PD simulations) as

functions of pressure are presented in Fig. 2. Clearly,

the new framework (AIE_ref) allows more ice forma-

tion in low (i.e., warm) clouds, and also enables the

existence of liquid water at levels higher (i.e., colder)

than in AIE_liq (which corresponds to the host model,

CAM2.0.1, approach in this respect). Allowing liquid

water at temperatures down to �40° rather than �20°C

leads to a significantly higher LWP in the AIE_ref case

FIG. 1. Zonal means for the two aerosol species in CAM-Oslo

suitable for ice nucleation: (a) dust aerosol concentration (similar

in PD and PI simulations), (b) BC aerosol concentration for PD

aerosol emissions, and (c) BC aerosol concentration for PI aerosol

emissions.
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compared to AIE_liq. Additionally, as precipitation re-

lease via the ice phase is more efficient for pure ice

clouds than for mixed-phase clouds in the model (true

for all simulations), the IWP also increases, as the tem-

perature interval in which mixed-phase clouds may ex-

ist is wider.

As anthropogenic BC aerosols increase the number

concentration of IN in the present-day case, heteroge-

neous freezing processes are more efficient in the

AIE_ref PD simulation than in the PI one. Conse-

quently, the difference in LWP between the PD and the

PI runs is now negative, although small (Table 2).

Hence, the Albrecht effect is completely cancelled in

AIE_ref by the so-called aerosol glaciation effect. As a

result of the more efficient heterogeneous freezing,

IWP increases as anthropogenic aerosols are intro-

duced. The increase is relatively small, as the precipi-

tation release through the ice phase is more efficient

than for clouds containing water droplets. Total cloud

cover is slightly higher in the PD than in the PI case.

The anthropogenic changes in cloud microphysics dis-

cussed above result in a smaller reduction in the NCF at

the TOA than in the AIE_liq runs, being only �0.07 W

m�2 in this simulation. It corresponds to a reduction in

the total AIE compared to AIE_liq by almost 90%,

leaving the total AIE practically negligible compared to

for example the positive forcing associated with the an-

thropogenic increase in greenhouse gases. By total AIE

we refer to all effects that are caused by anthropogenic

aerosols acting as CCN or IN. Hence, semidirect effects

are not included. As mentioned already, this simulation

is not necessarily the most realistic one carried out in

this study, and we acknowledge that the freezing con-

tributed from contact freezing may be exaggerated in

this simulation.The three sensitivity studies presented

in the following section are attempts to correct for as-

pects that may be unrealistic in the reference run.

c. Comparison with observations and other model

studies

CAM-Oslo has already been carefully validated in

terms of warm cloud microphysical and radiative prop-

erties. In S06a and Storelvmo et al. (2006b) critical pa-

rameters for the AIE of warm clouds were compared to

satellite data and found to agree reasonably well with

the observations. In Penner et al. (2006) CAM-Oslo

was also compared to two other GCMs in an extensive

series of experiments investigating aerosol influence on

warm clouds. Hence, in this paper we would like to

focus on comparing cold cloud properties to observa-

tions (when available) and to results from other com-

parable model studies. By comparing modeled cloud

fraction (CFR), IWP, and ice crystal number concen-

trations, an indication of the soundness of the new

framework is obtained.

Compared to satellite observations of CFR obtained

from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiom-

eter (MODIS) (see online at http://modis-atmos.gsfc.

nasa.gov) instrument on board the Terra satellite, the

new framework (here represented by simulation

AIE_ref) represents a significant improvement over

AIE_liq (Figs. 3a and 3b). The global average compares

fairly well with that from MODIS (64.3% and 65.0%,

respectively), while AIE_liq (Fig. 3c) yields an under-

estimate (60.5%). In particular, the comparison at mid/

high latitudes is significantly improved after the imple-

mentation of the new framework, indicating that it is, in

fact, the more realistic treatment of mixed-phase clouds

that has led to the improvement. Unfortunately, reli-

able satellite estimates of IWP are difficult to retrieve

(Zhao and Weng, 2002). GCM estimates of IWP vary

by one order of magnitude (Del Genio et al. 1996; Loh-

mann 2002) indicating that the modeling community so

far had little guidance from observations on this impor-

tant parameter for radiative transfer calculations. In

this study we compare the modeled IWP to that ob-

tained from the International Satellite Cloud Climatol-

ogy Project (ISCCP). IWP is also available from

MODIS, but its IWP retrieval algorithm has contained

errors for certain data collections. Figure 4a is a global

average IWP from the years 1983–2000 produced by

adding the IWP for nine cloud types as reported by

ISCCP. Contributing to the total IWP are cirrus, cir-

rostratus, and deep convective clouds, in addition to the

ice fraction of altostratus, altocumulus, nimbostratus,

FIG. 2. Global mean cloud ice fraction averaged over 5 yr as

calculated by the new framework for aerosol effects on ice clouds

(solid line) and that of the original CAM2.0.1 method (dashed

line).
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cumulus, stratocumulus and stratus clouds. For the cir-

rus, cirrostratus, and deep convective clouds we assume

that all cloud water is in the ice phase, as their cloud

base is by ISCCP definition above 440 hPa. However, in

the tropics liquid water may well exist above 440 hPa,

so for the tropical region (30°S–30°N) we assumed that
1⁄3 of the total water path is liquid (for cirrus, cirrostra-

tus, and deep convective clouds only). The global av-

erage for the ISCCP IWP is 29 g m�2, which is signifi-

cantly larger than predicted by AIE_liq (Fig. 4 c, 8.83 g

m�2), but compares very well with the IWPs predicted

by the four model setups (AIE_ref and the three sen-

sitivity simulations presented in the next section) with

the new framework for aerosol influence on mixed-

phase clouds (23.7–27.4 g m�2). Figure 4b displays the

IWP from the AIE_ref simulation (PD case) and shows

that the model overestimates IWP at high NH latitudes,

while there is a slight underestimation in the tropics as

compared to the ISCCP data. This indicates that the

high IN values at NH midlatitudes evident in Fig. 1a are

probably unrealistic, which will be discussed in more

detail in section 4c. Concerning the underestimation at

low latitudes, we suggest that this is mainly caused by

the host model physics, as the same problem is present

also in AIE_liq (Fig. 4c).

Figure 5 shows the zonal mean ice crystal number

concentration (ICNC) as predicted by Eq. (4) in simu-

lation AIE_ref (PD emissions). As the IN concentra-

tion and the concentration of cloud droplets available

for freezing decreases with height, while the freezing

efficiency increases with decreasing temperatures (i.e.,

increasing height), the maximum in ICNC at 600–700

hPa is not surprising. Evident from Fig. 5 is also the

higher ICNC in the Northern Hemisphere compared to

the Southern Hemisphere values. Korolev et al. (2003)

reported aircraft measurements of ICNC from five dif-

ferent field campaigns, all of which took place within

the latitude band 42°–74°N. For glaciated stratiform

clouds with temperatures in the interval �35° to 0°C,

they found the ICNC to be nearly constant at 2–5 cm�3.

For the same latitude band in Fig. 5, the simulated

ICNC values seem to compare fairly well with these

measurements. However, there is an ongoing debate in

the scientific community on whether these observed

values are artificially high owing to the problem of ice

crystal shattering at the inlet of the Forward Scattering

Spectrometer Probes (FSSP) used for the ICNC mea-

surements presented in Korolev et al. (2003) and Ko-

rolev and Isaac (2005). Until more insight into this mat-

ter is available from field campaigns and possibly re-

mote sensing, comparisons should be made with great

caution. The discrepancy between observed IN concen-

trations and observed ice particle concentrations has

long been a scientific puzzle (Pruppacher and Klett

1997) and has been interpreted as an indication of the

existence of some unknown ice crystal formation

mechanism. Only one such secondary production

mechanism (the Hallett–Mossop process) is included in

our model simulations, and it does not contribute sig-

nificantly to ice crystal number with the current param-

eterization. Parameterizations of other secondary pro-

duction mechanisms are to our knowledge not yet avail-

able. The simulated ICNC are higher than those

reported by Lohmann and Diehl (2006), which is not

surprising considering the higher total IN concentration

in CAM-Oslo than in ECHAM4. Additionally, in

CAM-Oslo the majority of the IN are dust aerosols

(with higher freezing efficiencies than BC), whereas the

in ECHAM4 BC is the major contributor to the total

IN number. On the other hand, ice crystal concentra-

FIG. 3. Cloud fractions from (a) MODIS, (b) simulation

AIE_ref, and (c) simulation AIE_liq.
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tions presented here are very similar to those simulated

by the ECHAM5-HAM, GCM presented in Lohmann

et al. (2007). Considering the low IN concentra-

tions measured with Continuous Flow Diffusion Cham-

bers (CFDC) by Rogers et al. (1998) and DeMott et al.

(2003), it is possible that both GCMs overestimate the

ice crystal production by primary production mecha-

nisms (i.e., heterogeneous freezing). However, uncer-

tainties associated with measurements using a CFDC

are also relatively large, for example, due to particle

loss in the inlet system (Rogers et al. 1998). The fact

that such chambers have until now only measured

deposition, condensation, and/or immersion freezing

is a problem, as contact freezing can be a lot more

efficient than these mechanisms, especially in relatively

warm mixed-phase clouds. The maximum IN concen-

trations reported by DeMott et al. (1998) are therefore

potentially temperature shifted toward colder tempera-

tures and may represent underestimates of the IN con-

centration for a given temperature. Additionally, the

CFDC cannot capture freezing processes taking more

than approximately 10 s, which can possibly lead to

IN underestimates (C. Marcolli 2007, personal commu-

nication). Hence, while awaiting more and better in

situ measurements of IN and ice crystal concentrations,

we note that the framework presented here produces

ICNC that are on the upper end of what has been ob-

served so far.

FIG. 5. Ice crystal number concentration (cm�3) calculated by

the new continuity equation for this quantity in the reference

simulation (AIE_ref).

FIG. 4. Ice water path from (a) the ISCCP dataset, (b) the AIE_ref simulation, (c) the AIE_liq simulation, and (d) the AIE_dust

simulation.
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In summary, considering the wide range of uncer-

tainty, the simulated cloud fractions, IWPs, and ICNCs

compare reasonably with observations: we therefore

conclude that the approach is sound and suitable for the

sensitivity studies presented in the following section.

4. Results from sensitivity tests

a. AIE_kao

This sensitivity study is similar to one performed in

the ECHAM4 GCM and presented in Lohmann and

Diehl (2006). The purpose of the sensitivity study is to

find out whether the assumption that all mineral dust

particles are montmorillonite is critical for the results.

As an additional motivation, it is not obvious that the

same sensitivity study will give the same result in two

different GCMs with numerous differences in their

model physics and dynamics.

It turns out that changing the type of mineral dust

particles gives qualitatively similar changes in IWP and

LWP (due to anthropogenic aerosols) in CAM-Oslo as

in ECHAM4. However, quantitatively the anthropo-

genic changes in LWP are significantly smaller in

CAM_Oslo than in ECHAM4. This is likely to be due

to differences in the aerosol size distributions, the treat-

ment of external versus internal aerosol mixtures, and

in the parameterization of autoconversion processes to

form precipitation in liquid clouds. Additionally, in

ECHAM4 anthropogenic aerosols seem to have a sig-

nificantly stronger influence on cloud cover than in

CAM-Oslo. This is probably partly due to the larger

anthropogenic fraction of the total IN concentration in

ECHAM4, but possibly also because cloud cover is di-

agnosed differently in the two GCMs. Also, the imple-

mentation of the Bergeron–Findeisen mechanism in

ECHAM4 was not as efficient as it is here because

cloud droplets were not evaporated and the vapor not

deposited onto ice crystals within the same time step.

Instead, the remaining droplets had to freeze or form

precipitation size particles in subsequent time steps. If

the Bergeron–Findeisen mechanims is as efficient as in

CAM-Oslo, the glaciation aerosol effect is much

smaller (Hoose et al. 2007).

In both models, the fact that kaolinite is less efficient

as IN than montmorillonite allows the soot IN to be-

come relatively more important than otherwise. Con-

sequently, the effect of replacing montmorillonite by

kaolinite is a less positive (ECHAM4) or even more

negative (CAM-Oslo) anthropogenic change in LWP,

while the difference in cloud ice between the PD simu-

lation and the PI run becomes more positive. However,

in CAM-Oslo these two effects seem to cancel when it

comes to radiative forcings, and the total AIE is prac-

tically the same (�0.10 W m�2) in this case as in

AIE_ref (�0.07 W m�2). A closer look at the freezing

mechanisms in the two cases (not shown) reveals that,

while the differences in contact freezing are relatively

small, immersion freezing is significantly less efficient

in the AIE_kao case than in AIE_ref. This is expected,

as the difference in freezing efficiency for the two min-

eral dust types is larger in the immersion freezing mode

than for contact freezing (Diehl et al. 2006). As natural

IN are less efficient in this case than in AIE_ref, espe-

cially through the immersion mode, anthropogenic IN

are allowed to play a relatively more important role in

cloud glaciation processes. In this sensitivity study, an-

thropogenic IN therefore have a larger impact on IWP

and LWP than in AIE_ref. However, in terms of the

total AIE, assuming that all dust particles consist of

kaolinite rather than montmorillonite seems to be of

little importance in the current setup of CAM-Oslo.

b. AIE_mono

As already mentioned, the fact that all mineral dust

and soot aerosols are available for both immersion and

contact IN in AIE_ref probably leads to an overesti-

mated freezing rate.

In this set of sensitivity simulations, we assume that,

if sufficient sulfate is available in a grid box to cover a

median mineral dust particle with one monolayer of

sulfate, then the mineral dust will act as IN through the

immersion mode. Otherwise, the mineral dust particles

will act as contact IN. This is a simplified approach

where the concentrations of both contact and immer-

sion IN are reduced compared to the reference run, and

their relative concentrations will depend on the amount

of sulfur available for condensation. As a result, freez-

ing is less efficient in these simulations. Consequently,

we see an increase in LWP and a decrease in IWP

compared to the reference simulations.

Concerning the anthropogenic change in LWP, we

now see a significant aerosol lifetime effect again (as in

AIE_liq). Freezing is, in fact, more efficient in the PI

run than in the PD simulation, leading to a negative

anthropogenic change in IWP. The reason for this is not

that the total IN concentration is higher in the PI run,

but rather that the number of contact nuclei is higher

because less sulfur is available for the transition from

contact to immersion nuclei to occur. Figures 6 and 6b

show that this is particularly true for NH midlatitudes

where the anthropogenic sulfur concentration has its

maximum. In the PD simulation, the number of immer-

sion freezing nuclei is proportionally higher at the same

levels where contact nuclei concentrations are reduced.

But at these levels, temperatures will often be above

the onset temperature for immersion freezing. Hence,
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the increased immersion IN concentration has no im-

pact there. The anthropogenic change in NCF at the

TOA is �0.27 W m�2, which is a reduction in absolute

value by approximately 45% compared to the AIE_liq

case. This is due to a slightly smaller anthropogenic

change in LWP and Reff than in AIE_liq, and addition-

ally a reduction in IWP of 0.46 g m�2. We can conclude

that taking the degree of coating into account for the

different freezing modes does alter the anthropogenic

aerosol impact on clouds. Nevertheless, accounting for

the anthropogenic aerosol effect on freezing mecha-

nisms reduces the magnitude of the AIE also in this

case.

c. AIE_dust

As the modal radius of the mineral dust accumulation

mode is somewhat smaller in CAM-Oslo (0.088 �m)

than in many other comparable models (Textor et al.

2006), mineral dust number concentrations are rela-

tively high in our simulations. Although there is little

observational guidance available for the modeling of

mineral dust number concentrations on a global scale, it

is possible that the present version of CAM-Oslo over-

estimates dust particle concentrations and therefore the

heterogeneous freezing associated with these particles.

To investigate the importance of the mineral dust num-

ber concentration for the results, we have carried out

sensitivity simulations with a larger modal radius for

the mineral dust accumulation mode than that of the

reference run. This corresponds to reducing the mineral

dust number concentration by approximately a factor

of 10. However, the fact that mineral dust particles now

become larger does not affect their freezing efficiency,

as the heterogeneous freezing parameterization is inde-

pendent of IN sizes. As a consequence, heterogeneous

freezing (i.e., the sum of immersion and contact freez-

ing) is less efficient in these simulations than in

AIE_ref, as evident in Figs. 7a and 7b). Therefore,

LWP is higher and IWP is lower here than in AIE_ref

(Table 2), and the IWP overestimate at high latitudes is

much less pronounced than in AIE_ref (Fig. 4). Also,

the ICNC is lower at all model levels in this simulation

than in AIE_ref, the largest relative decrease of �25%

being found at approximately 400 hPa. Another conse-

quence is that the fraction of natural IN is reduced,

which is expected to increase the sensitivity to anthro-

pogenic IN. Hence, the larger anthropogenic increase

in IWP seen in this sensitivity study compared to

AIE_ref is expected. However, we do not see a corre-

spondingly large decrease in the LWP. This is puzzling,

but can probably be explained by the fact that total

cloud glaciation becomes less frequent as fewer IN are

available. As the threshold ice mixing ratio required for

the Bergeron–Findeisen process to set in is reached, the

ambient air becomes subsaturated with respect to liquid

droplets and they therefore rapidly evaporate. As soon

as this nonlinear process is initiated, all liquid water is

frozen and precipitation formation is likely when the

ice crystals grow at the expense of the evaporating

cloud droplets. Hence, when the total freezing effi-

ciency is low (as in this case), the anthropogenic con-

tribution to freezing is likely to lead to a large increase

in IWP and a small reduction in LWP. However, the

total anthropogenic change in LWP is still positive ow-

ing to the Albrecht effect.

The anthropogenic effect on NCF at the TOA (the

AIE, in other words) is �0.18 W m�2 in this case, which

is a reduction in magnitude compared to the AIE_liq

simulation by more than 60%. The reduction is mainly

due to a positive LW forcing, which should be expected

FIG. 6. Rate of ice crystal production through contact freezing for

the AIE_mono sensitivity test: (a) PD and (b) PI simulations.
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considering the increase in IWP and LWP of 0.52 and

0.68 g m�2, respectively.

5. Discussion and future work

We have presented a sensitivity study of the effect of

anthropogenic aerosols on mixed-phase clouds and find

that this effect represents a warming of the earth–

atmosphere system. It counteracts the cooling intro-

duced by the anthropogenic aerosol effect on warm

clouds and reduces the magnitude of the total AIE by

45%–90%, depending on assumptions of IN character-

istics. However, because of the uncertainties associated

with the different aspects of the parameterization pre-

sented, quantitative estimates should be interpreted

with caution. Rather, the study should be seen as a

qualitative estimate of the influence that anthropogenic

aerosols may excert on mixed-phase clouds. Although

we improved the model performance by introducing

aerosol effects on mixed-phase clouds, there is clearly

room for improvement. The treatment of cirrus cloud

(T � �40°C) formation and the aerosol impact thereon

is currently treated crudely. Additionally, primary bio-

logical aerosol particles (PBAPs) are not included in

the aerosol life cycle module of CAM-Oslo. These

aerosols have until recently been considered to consti-

tute an insignificant fraction of the total aerosol mass

(Penner et al. 2001). Hence, little effort has been in-

vested in creating emission scenarios for PBAPs. How-

ever, new attention was recently drawn to this issue by

Jaenicke (2005). Based on the insight provided by Mat-

thias-Maser and Jaenicke (1995) and papers pointing

out the efficiency of certain PBAPs as IN (e.g., Schnell

and Vali 1976; Levin and Yankofsky 1983), a natural

continuation of the study presented here would be to

include PBAPs as IN. Currently, we have no evidence

that PBAP concentrations have changed significantly

since preindustrial times, but we firmly believe that

modeling a correct natural state is crucial for our ability

to simulate anthropogenic perturbations realistically.

Levin et al. (2005) presented results from a case study

apparently contradicting the largely accepted view that

an increase in IN increases freezing and hence precipi-

tation efficiency. However, their findings were primar-

ily valid for convective cloud systems, as Levin et al.

(2005) hypothesize that ice crystal production inhibits

graupel formation and therefore precipitation forma-

tion. So far, aerosol influence on convective clouds has

not been accounted for in GCMs, as convective clouds

typically occur on scales significantly smaller than those

resolved by such models. Hence, this study was carried

out for stratiform clouds only, and we still believe that

for such clouds an increase in IN will lead to increased

freezing and therefore more efficient precipitation re-

lease through the ice phase. This is based on the rea-

soning that additional IN may glaciate clouds that

would otherwise remain mainly liquid. In clouds that

would glaciate independent of the contribution from

additional aerosols, the impact on precipitation is as-

sumed to be small. In fact, the additional IN could then

reduce precipitation due tomore numerous and there-

fore smaller ice crystals, as shown by Diehl et al. (2006).

However, as IN concentrations are generally orders of

magnitudes lower than CCN concentrations, ice crys-

tals in mixed-phase clouds will nearly always grow large

enough to form precipitation.

As already pointed out by Lohmann and Diehl

(2006), more measurements of the mineralogical com-

position of dust are needed in order to model mixed-

phase and cold cloud formation accurately. Ideally, one

should know the mineralogy of dust at all locations

FIG. 7. Rate of ice crystal production through heterogeneous

freezing processes in (a) AIE_ref and (b) AIE_dust, both from

PD simulations.
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rather than making assumptions about it. This is true

for calculations of the aerosol indirect effects on both

warm (S06a) and cold clouds, and also for direct aero-

sol effects (Sokolik et al. 2001). In CAM-Oslo, mineral

dust concentrations and size distributions have so far

been prescribed, while ideally these parameters should

be determined from emissions and altered by subse-

quent aerosol microphysics. This approach is taken in a

new version of CAM-Oslo currently under develop-

ment (Seland et al. 2008), based on the NCAR CAM3.0

host model. The new model version yields significantly

lower mineral dust number concentrations than the ver-

sion used in this study. Figure 8 shows the ice crystal

number concentrations produced by the new treatment

of mixed-phase clouds in the new model version and

reveals a pronounced ICNC reduction compared to

those presented in the current study. This indicates that

the widespread high dust concentrations in this study

may lead to unrealistically high ICNCs, as an emission-

based approach is clearly a more physical one, although

it has been suggested that current emission inventories

may underestimate dust emissions outside deserts (Se-

land et al. 2008). Future studies of aerosol influence on

clouds in CAM-Oslo will be based on the new and im-

proved model version. Also, an improved treatment of

the Bergeron–Findeisen process and its implications for

aerosol effects on mixed-phase clouds is currently un-

der development for this new version of CAM-Oslo.
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